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HUDSON, OHIO – Kaulig Capital, the private investment firm of the Kaulig Companies, a family office, is
excited to announce an investment in Guardian Dentistry Partners (“GDP”), a Dental Partnership
Network (“DPN”) founded for dental entrepreneurs who are looking to scale their practices. The
majority of GDP is held by NKP Capital, another family office, management and its passionate doctor
owners, who reinvested a substantial portion of their equity.
Founded in 2018, Guardian Dentistry Partners is a premier Dental Partnership Network dedicated to
providing world-class support services and growth opportunities for its network of dentist partners.
Guardian has expanded rapidly and now supports dental entrepreneurs in Alabama, Florida, Michigan,
New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Texas, Virginia, and Maryland.
Guardian’s mission is to help its dental partners and teams build the practices of their dreams. Guardian
Dentistry Partners is not a typical, corporatized dental support organization (DSO) – instead, the
Company refers to itself as a DPN, or Dental Partnership Network. This philosophical difference is key to
GDP’s continued growth and network partnerships – GDP is “all-in” on supporting its partners every step
of the way. GDP works to bring together purpose-driven, like-minded partners and professionals to
create a truly unique partnership experience.
President Mark Censoprano noted, “We are very proud of our growth trajectory since our formation in
2018, which is a testament to our business model, culture and doctor partners. The recent investment
from Kaulig Capital alongside our existing ownership group has us well positioned to strengthen and
accelerate our platform.”
Dominic Brault, Managing Director at Kaulig Capital noted “GDP provides vital business services support
to dentists, allowing dentists to be razor focused on exceptional patient care vs. administrative duties.
We love GDP’s highly scalable model and are excited to see how our investment will fuel the already
proven acquisition strategy. We believe a larger GDP will have a positive community impact as GDP
partners care so much for their patients and co-workers.”
Kaulig Capital was introduced to GDP through multiple channels, including networking with friends of
the firm and Dominic Brault’s longstanding relationship with GDP’s President, Mark Censoprano.
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About Kaulig Capital
Kaulig Capital, the private investment firm of Kaulig Companies, pursues long-term capital appreciation
through control and minority equity investments in private operating companies and real estate
partnerships. With a multi-year history of profitability, a proven track record of scalable businesses, and
a passion for transformative partnership growth, Kaulig Capital leads with the hallmarks of permanent
capital, flexibility, and patience. Their relationship connections start with like-minded investors, business
owners, leading real estate operating partners, sophisticated family offices, management teams, and
entrepreneurs to align interests, evolve opportunities, and create lasting value. To learn more, visit
kauligcapital.com
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